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A governance and accountability expert says until Ghana strengthens its accountability architecture, needless judgment debts, threats of demonstrations, controversial car loans discussions, civil ...
Ghana s democracy can only be sustained with effective oversight and accountability ‒ Governance expert
Alexis de Tocqueville would likely tell Americans today that democracy in America is under assault, and its survival is flimsy if the media

s ever-growing control over our news continues. He would ...

What Alexis de Tocqueville would tell us today about the media
A governance expert, Dr Valentin Mensah, says Ghana s democracy appears to be on a downward trajectory because of the poor accountability architecture.
Poor oversight, accountability to blame for Ghana s challenges- Governance expert
John J. Miller is joined by Sylvana Tomaselli of St. John s College, Cambridge, to discuss Mary Wollstonecraft

s A Vindication of the Rights of Woman. NR's afternoon roundup of the day's best ...

Episode 145: Democracy in America by Alexis de Tocqueville
Alexis de Tocqueville is widely cited as an authority on civil society ... by a distinguished group of international scholars explores Tocqueville's vision of democracy in Asia and the Middle East; ...
Tocqueville and the Frontiers of Democracy
Tocqueville, borrowing from both the conservatives and the radical republicans in the French tradition, would have none of this definition, or, as will be clear later, would have only half of it.
The Strange Liberalism of Alexis de Tocqueville
Analogies have their limits. But history can help to disentangle the unprecedented from the historical. It can help to point out where phenomena really are new, such as the scale of internet usage.
Disinformation: It s History
Writing about his journey across the young United States, Alexis de Tocqueville remarked that

in America I saw more than America; I sought the image of democracy itself, with its inclinations, its ...

The shape of democracy
A consideration of Democracy in America, by Alexis de Tocqueville. What saddens me is, not that our society is democratic, but that the vices which we have inherited and acquired make it so difficult ...
Tocqueville today
Elster proposes a novel reading of Democracy in America in which the key explanatory ... enigmatic figures continues here with the publication of Jon Elster

s Alexis de Tocqueville, the First Social ...

Alexis de Tocqueville, the First Social Scientist
When the religion of a people is destroyed, doubt gets hold of the higher powers of the intellect and half paralyzes all the others. Every man accustoms himself to having only confused and ...
Wagner: Cherish freedom above ease and security
The last time voter turnout exceeded 50% for a mayoral race was in 1993 ̶ a far cry from 1953, when 93% of registered voters participated. What accounts for this decades-old downward trend? There are ...
This is not voter turnout to be proud of, NYC
It is the provision for public education which, from the very first, throw into clearest relief the originality of the American civilization
What would Jefferson or de Tocqueville do?
Studying their writings ‒ and other canonical documents in U.S. history ‒ reveals how deeply racism is built into the nation
Would the Founding Fathers support critical race theory?
Alexis De Tocqueville, a Frenchman, was the first to use the word

exceptional

(Alexis de Tocqueville,

Democracy in America,

45). The ...

s structure.

in his book Democracy in America, and he wasn

t talking about love of country or whether America is more ...

GRANT CALLEN: Is America exceptional?
Nearly two centuries ago, the great French political analyst Alexis de Tocqueville observed in Democracy in America that religion was the

first

of this country

s political institutions.

Progressive Education: Against Religion, Substitute Polymorphous Sexuality
("Democracy in America," Volume 2, Chapter 5, by Alexis de Tocqueville, 1840) Servitude has, more or less, been the primary condition of mankind since early on in human history. No culture has ...
Pastor Bo: How freedom is intrinsically linked to religion
In 1840, the classic book Democracy in America by Alexis de Tocqueville, a French civil servant from an aristocratic family, was published after his nine-month visit to the United States in ...
Snapp Shots: Oakland Rotary #3 finally meets in person again
Named for the Frenchman who traveled the United States in the early 1800s, Alexis de Tocqueville wrote

Democracy in America,

a landmark book on American society and politics.
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